Treatment of Newly Diagnosed Elderly Multiple Myeloma.
Multiple myeloma (MM) is a disease of the elderly, with a median age at diagnosis of approximately 70 years old, and more than 30 % of patients aged >75 years. This latter and very elderly population is going to significantly rise in the near future given the increase in life expectancy in Western countries, and, most importantly, global health status of elderly patients is improving, justifying appropriate treatments. Changes in treatment paradigm from the old melphalan-prednisone regimen used since the 1970s to its use as a backbone in a nontransplant setting since the late 1990s have highlighted different subgroups in elderly MM. Some "elderly" patients could be treated like transplant eligible patients, more likely those aged between 65 and the early 70; while a second group would rather be referred to current approved treatment regimens for the non-transplant setting. A dose-intensity approach seems reasonable for this group, aiming for the best response, eventually the complete response (CR) or even minimal residual disease (MRD). The advent of novel agents such as thalidomide, bortezomib, and most recently lenalidomide have allowed a major improvement in outcome as compared to historical combinations, and soon the novel class of monoclonal antibodies should help to further improve these patients' survival. Nonetheless, elderly patients are more susceptible to side effects and are often unable to tolerate full drug doses, and thus require lower dose intensity regimens, or novel drugs or combinations with more favourable safety profile. Recent developments in MM have focused on identifying these vulnerable patients through geriatric assessment and novel myeloma scoring system, including the notions of frailty, disability and comorbidities. Eventually, we have reached an era in which we should be able to provide individualized treatment strategies and drug doses-"tailored therapy"-to improve tolerability and optimize efficacy and ultimately survival for most elderly MM patients.